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Value …Cost …or simple 
necessity

‘You don’t get your social 
license by going to a 
government ministry and 
making an application or 
simply paying a fee… It 
requires far more than 
money to truly become part 
of the communities in which 
you operate.’ 

- Pierre Lassonde, President of 
Newmont Mining Corporation.

“My company spends US$7 
million per year on 
community programs. We 
still face work interruptions 
from the communities we 
help. Obviously the money 
does not buy us the goodwill 
we need, but I have no idea 
where we are missing the 
point.”
(Managing Director of an oil company, from 
Zandvliet and Anderson 

(2009, p. 5).)



What is IT?!
Mining… /….Oil origins

Economic systems create nothing that
we absolutely need, nor do they
determine what we need. These
systems do much, however, in
determining how we share the things
we need and in making this sharing
explicit.

We found that there is no one commonly accepted definition. In essence, having a
social licence to operate is the ability of an organisation to carry out its business
because of the confidence society has that it will behave legitimately, with
accountability and in a socially and environmentally responsible way.
NZ Sustainable Business Council – (incl Fonterra /NZ Steel.    Forestry….??) 



So – any relevancy?
New Zealand’s remoteness can make 
it hard for us to grasp societal 
changes happening around the world, 
……. Add to this the recently elected 
Conservative led coalition 
government in the UK publicly stating 
that it will be the ‘greenest’ 
government that the country has ever 
seen, together with the Chinese 
government highlighting the 
importance of improving the country’s 
environmental performance in its 
latest five year plan.

A wake-up call in that regard was the
article in the United Kingdom’s
Guardian – “New Zealand was a
friend to Middle Earth, but it’s no
friend of the earth15”.
In that article, New Zealand was
noted as committing “commercial
greenwash” on the basis that its
clean, green image, on the climate
change front at least, “increasingly
defies reality”.

KPMG Agribusiness green paper 

Global consumers have greater expectations for the role companies should play in
giving back to society (Nielsen Global Social Responsibility Report March 2012) and
addressing social and environmental issues



The Pressure – Agribusiness Agenda 2015

License to operate › Social license
to operate must be an all-
encompassing issue for the
industry. The license to operate is
no longer a given – it must be
earned every day.
• the gap between expectation and

reality does not appear to be closing.
• core question: are primary sector

activities considered legitimate
industries with a right to exist by the
community?

• Consequently the ‘community’s’
patience is running out, and their
political representatives are
introducing regulations limiting the
sector’s ability to operate.

Keeping pace with environmental
thinking › New Zealand companies
need to think deeply about what
the world will look like in a carbon-
attuned environment. It is time to
do more than the bare minimum.
• New Zealand companies still don’t appear to

understand the magnitude of the
environmental issues we will face in the
future. They remain comfortable doing the
bare minimum.

• It was highlighted, for instance, that a long-
term perspective on carbon pricing could
transform the forestry sector;

• However these positive stories struggle to
gain exposure as the media focuses on the
failures that continue to occur. As a
consequence, the disconnect between
performance and perception continues to
increase.



But we’re looking good –
Perceptions of the Environment 2013



Not our sector’s problem…?
Wise Response's oral submission opposing the consents was presented by secretary 
Dugald MacTavish. It maintained the expansion was in direct conflict with the wider 
sustainability limits to biophysical resource use and would directly or indirectly cause 
the deterioration in the local ecosystems and life supporting capacity.

Dad, Grandad and possibly even Mum are outside working 24/7 for nothing, doing interesting 
and amazing stuff that produces food for hungry bellies. All they get in return for their hard graft 
is to be labelled greedy, environmentally destructive and even suicidal by the rest of society who 
live in luxury off the back of New Zealand agriculture, past and present.

"Maybe they lacked an understanding of the movement of nutrients via surface water or 
groundwater into waterways," she says. "They take moderate responsibility seeing water quality 
problems as dependent on a range of variable factors such as weather. ”

……. science policy frames this and farmers responsibility to it, as direct and unimpeded, Duncan 
says.



Well not quite…



Our Forests Today
• All significant ongoing 

harvest expansion is on 
small fragmented estates.

• Much is on steep land.
• Planted:

– Because of cheap land.
– Failed farming.
– Encouraged erosion 

protection.

What’s the Problem?



We are on a journey….
Public are active and now have tools to participate….

Rural to urban….
• Their Perception is your reality…

• Seeing is often believing... 

• Increasing intolerance – don’t have 
to understand your view…

Our stakeholders…..

• Its their Whenua….

• Its their property…..

• Its their reputation….

They don’t like this….Some tolerance for this …. But who 
said the world is fair!



In the 2013 Business and Consumer survey participants were asked to rank 
the issues that they thought New Zealand needed to address to live up to its 

overseas marketing messages.



But we have FSC!
We received a high level of interest and
people were surprised and pleased to
realise that the product samples
included some of the items they already
buy at the supermarket, without
knowing they were FSC certified.

They felt good about finding out they can
take care of forests while doing their
weekly grocery shopping.

HOW MANY REALLY UNDERSTAND OR
KNOWWHAT WE DO?



So where do we fit?

Struggle zone



How does it manifest…..
Dec 2012 – Ministers English & 
Carter requested meeting on LtO

• There was concern that without
further efforts from business in
general to clarify and meet public
expectations surrounding licence to
operate, future national and
regional governments will regulate
more and existing property rights
had the potential to be affected.

• ETS

• RMA – Churn

• Collaborative processes 
Nitrogen Grandparenting.

• Political policy indifference

Australia
Sustainable forests future……this potential seems poorly realized for
forests, overtaken instead by domestic politics that play predominantly to
short-term vested interests rather than the longer term national interest.

Sound familiar !

Australia’s forests: contested past, tenure-driven present, uncertain future. P.J Kanowski Forest Policy & Economics



AND our issues are…! 
• NES – set out to standardise 

and not raise the bar.
• The bar will rise- (unevenly).
• Addressing LtO

– Erosion.
– Water Quality.
– Licence to plant.

• The hard issues
– Riparians,
– Threatened fish
– Wetlands
– Wildings
– Aesthetics.



The NES subsequent process focus = 

The paths to social licence to operate: An integrative model explaining community acceptance of mining

 Kieren Moffat,, Airong Zhang1,Commonwealth Science and Industrial Research Organisation, PO Box 883, Kenmore, QLD 4069, Australia



What to do…?

Erosion AKA debris floods

• New tactics
• New tools
• New forestry models
• Continued conversations



What to do…?
Water Quality and native fish / 
Wetlands

• Sediment reduction tools 
– what works better

• Where is the evidence
- WQ / fish habitat.

• Continued conversations



What to do…?
Chemicals

• Environmental fate.
• Use reduction
• Accurate targeting
• Crop resistance
• Continued conversations



What to do…?
Wildings-

• Continued conversations
• Transparency
• Legacy vs current
• Redefine GE



Little of value though unless…?
Quality, transparent, 
conversations… ! 

Use and prove with the tools we have 



Little of value though unless…?

Educate with the tools we are 
getting! 

Quality, transparent, 
conversations… ! 



Little of value though unless…?

Combat indifference……….

Understand our stakeholders –
polling

Work harder at demonstrating 
ecosystem services and the 
values we contribute

Engage then disseminate!

Quality, transparent, 
conversations… ! 

Ecosystem Services in the Ohiwa Catchment
R.T. Yao, S.J. Velarde Scion Oct 2014



Our Choice.. cost or value?

• The study concluded that “CSR is no longer an option but a requirement for
business”. It found that leading companies are doing more……., they are exploring
new models that value long term societal needs. “From collaborating with
competitors to address broader industry issues, to advocating for comprehensive
public policy changes businesses are beginning to recognise that their own viability
depends on social and environmental sustainability.
Eco Global Corporate Social Responsibility Study 2013

• “As a country that is building its brand on a perception of environmental purity, 
reliable and transparent practices and strong ethical values we stand in some risk if 
we are not continuing to develop at least at the pace of our global market 
competitors”  SBC NZ


